ABSTRACT. Let X be an abstract set and L a lattice of subsets of X. I(L) denotes the non-trivial zero one valued finitely additive measures on A(L), the algebra generated by L, and IR(L) those elements of 
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we wish to determine when certain classes of measures are equal, and to obtain necessary and sufficent conditions for such equality to hold,emphazing topologicial characterizations.
To be specific let X be an abstract set,L a lattice of subsets of X.Let A(L) denote the algebra generated by the lattice L,and I(L) the collection of non-trivial zero-one valued fintely additive measures on A(L).IR(L) will denote measures in I(L) The first area of concern is when I(L)=IR(L).It is well known that this is true iff L is an algebra .We give several proofs of this,highlighting topologicial considerations ,to be more precise I(L)=IR(L) is equivalent to the following: a) The lattice V(L) (see below for definitions) in the space I(L) is regular. b) The topology of closed sets xV(L) in I(L) is T 1. c) The lattice of sets V(L) [4] ,andSzeto [7] ).We supply backround material for the readers convenience.
Let X be abstract set,and L a lattice of subsets of X st X,OeL.A delta latdce is one that is closed under countable intersections,and the delta lattice generated by L is denoted/5(L).In addition L is complement generated iff for every element LeL An,l,i,and I.teI(o,L) liml.t(An)=0 as n-->**.This is equivalent to countably additivity on A(L).IR(L) will stand for the measures on A(L) that are L-regular on A(L),i.e.I.telR(L) 
implies that geI(o*,L).Thc proofs arc not difficult and thus wc will only prove the third result for the sake of completeness. Further facts about regular and normal lattices appear in Eid [3] and Grassi [5] . Ll'cL2'=O,which implies that g1(L1')=1 g2(L2')=l or gl(L1)--0 g2(L2)=0 and thus g(L1)=g(L2)=0.Also LlL2=X,and therefore g(X)=g(L1)+g(L2)-g(LlcL2)=0,a contradiction.Therefore tt1=g2 and the condition holds.
Note: A fact wc will use in the second part of the proof and in the proceeding parts of the paper is that there exists a one-one correspondence between prime L-filters and elements of I(L),and a one-one correspondence between L-ultrafiltcrs and elements of IR(L Dn'CCn'=O.Thcn Bn';Dn;Cn';A n and wc can assume without loss of generality that these inclusions hold with Dn,l,O.Thcn g l(An)<gl(Cn')_<g(Cn')_<g(Dn) and since Bn',l,o Dn,l,o plus the fact geI(o*,L) imply that limg(Dn)--0 as n-->oo.Thcn limg l(An)=0 as n-o,and g lelR(o,L)).Uniqucncss follows from normality.
Next wc consider various sets of measures defined on the algebra generated by a lattice L. We will assume in discussing x,,(L) for convenience,that l is disjunctive,although it will be clear that this assumption is not always needed. 
IfixeI(L) then define a measure on A(H(L))IX^eI(H(L))by IX^(t(A))=It(A) for
)} has the finite intersection property and thus there
Conversely let V(L) be regular in I(L) let gel(L) ,LeL, and IX(L')=I Therefore IX V(L).Since V(L) is regular there exists V(LI'),V(L2')EV(L) st V(LI')nV(L2')=O and IXEV(LI') and VfL2')V(L).But this implies that geV(L2) and L'::)L2 IX(L2)= and gelR(L),therefore IR(L)I(L) and V- I(WI(L1))=W2(L1).L is normal which is equivalent to WI(L1) being T 2 by a known result (see Bourbaki 2] Note:Suppose L2 is disjunctive and cc then IR(o,L2)=IR(L2)and if velR(L2) then IX=V(v)EI(t,L 1),and if L1 is a delta lattice and S(L1)6(L 1) then laEIR (6,L1) ,in which case if L is also normal then L ss L2 by theorem 3.2.
